### Research Communication Workshops for 1st Year Students (RCW1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wk</th>
<th>Dates and Times</th>
<th>Locations</th>
<th>Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1  | Jan 4, Wed 5-6:30 PM | EV – Grad Student Commons (Rm 250), Seabury building (2122 Sheridan Rd) | • combined meeting with all CLIMB students  
• group activity, followed by discussion and presentation  
• dinner will be provided  
• discuss schedule and plans for the quarter |
| 2  | Jan 10, Tues 5:15-6:45 PM; Jan 12, Thurs 5-6:30 PM | CH – Ward 5-230; EV – Tech M128 | • “The 10-Minute presentation to a broad audience”  
• Assignment for next workshops: introductory slides |
| 3  | Jan 17, Tues 5:15-6:45 PM; Jan 19, Thurs 5-6:30 PM | CH – Ward 5-230; EV – Tech M128 | • “Case Studies in Collaborations: How to promote collaborative environments and address common issues” |
| 4  | Jan 24, Tues 5:15-6:45 PM; Jan 26, Thurs 5-6:30 PM | CH – Ward 5-230; EV – Tech M128 | • First set of students presents their introductory slides; feedback and discussion  
• CH: Kelly, Shirley, Aylcia, Daniel, Jason  
• EV: Adelita, Sara, Jessica, Jennifer, Peter, Fangke |
| 5  | Jan 31, Tues 5:15-6:45 PM; Feb 2, Thurs 5-6:30 PM | CH – Ward 5-230; EV – Tech M128 | • Rest of students presents their introductory slides; feedback and discussion  
• CH: Paclink, Meriel, Agnes, Rahul, Xiao-Wen  
• EV: Emma, Stephen, Allison, Jad, Stephanie, Yiwen  
• “Effective Experimental Design and Methods Slides”  
• Assignment for next 2 weeks: slides for Experimental Design and Methods |
| 6  | Feb 9, Thurs 5-6:30 PM | EV – Pancoe 2401 | • Faculty talk – Linda Broadbelt  
• Combined meeting for all CLIMB students |
| 7  | Feb 14, Tues 5:15-6:45 PM; Feb 16, Thurs 5-6:30 PM | CH – Ward 5-230; EV – Tech M128 | • First set of students present Design and Methods slides; 5 min max; feedback and discussion  
• CH: Shirley, Aylcia, Dan (?), Rahul  
• EV: Jad, Jessica, Stephen, Sara, Adelita |
| 8  | Feb 21, Tues 5:15-6:45 PM; Feb 23, Thurs 5-6:30 PM | CH – Ward 5-230; EV – Tech M128 | • Rest of students presents Design and Methods slides; 5 min maximum; feedback and discussion  
• CH: Paclink, Jason, Meriel, Agnes, Xiao-Wen  
• EV: Stephanie, Yiwen, Jen, Emma, Peter, Allison, Kelly, Lilien, Fangke |

- Topic and material for the presentation can come from a recent lab rotation, current lab research, or previous research project. It should involve a project that you worked on yourself, and the project should have progressed sufficiently where you generated some meaningful results that can be presented and discussed.
- You will complete and provide the full 10-minute presentation (which will be video recorded) in the spring quarter.